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To achieve tumor cell-restricted activation of CD95, we developed a CD95L fusion protein format, in which CD95L activity is only
unmasked upon antibody-mediated binding to tumor cells and subsequent processing by tumor-associated proteases, such as
matrix metalloproteases (MMPs) and urokinase plasminogen activator (uPA). On target-negative, but MMP- and uPA-expressing
HT1080 tumor cells, the CD95L prodrugs were virtually inactive. On target antigen-expressing HT1080 cells, however, the CD95L
prodrugs showed an apoptotic activity comparable to soluble CD95L artificially activated by crosslinking. CD95 activation by the
CD95L prodrugs was preceded by prodrug processing. Apoptosis was blocked by inhibitors of MMPs or uPA and by neutralizing
antibodies recognizing the targeted cell surface antigen or the CD95L moiety of the prodrugs. In a xenotransplantation tumor
model, local application of the prodrug reduced the growth of target antigen-expressing, but not antigen-negative tumor cells,
verifying targeted CD95L prodrug activation in vivo.
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The CD95L-CD95 system has a complex role in tumor
biology. For example, it has been shown that upregulation of
CD95 and CD95L by chemotherapeutic drugs can signifi-
cantly contribute to the antitumoral effects of such reagents
and in several experimental models, tumor-localized expres-
sion of CD95L boosts antitumoral immunity.1 Vice versa, there
is evidence that CD95-resistant tumors use CD95L to fight
tumor infiltrating T cells.2 Moreover, recent studies revealed a
strong capacity of CD95 to engage proinflammatory pathways
such as the NF-kB pathway and the MAP kinase cascades.3

These pathways regulate cell survival, proliferation, angio-
genesis and cell migration. It is therefore conceivable that
non-apoptotic CD95 signaling exerts protumoral effects in
apoptosis-resistant tumor cells. Exploitation of the antitumoral
effects of CD95 by exogenous delivery of CD95L or agonistic
antibodies is hampered so far by severe systemic toxicity,
foremost owing to massive apoptosis induction in hepato-
cytes, resulting in acute liver failure.4 To overcome this
limitation, solutions have to be found that allow tumor-
localized activation of CD95. The most common way to
achieve tumor-restricted action is the use of antibodies,
especially recombinant antibody fragments, as targeting
devices. The tumor-associated activity of antibody conjugates
of effector molecules, ranging from cytokines over toxins to
radioactive isotopes, primarily relies on the enrichment of
these conjugates in the tumor by antibody-mediated binding to
the corresponding tumor-associated antigen. As the effector
molecules typically used for the construction of antitumoral

antibody conjugates are active independent of antigen
recognition, such compounds still may exert considerable
systemic activity. A notable exception from this are antibody-
CD95L fusion proteins, because soluble, homotrimeric forms
of CD95L are poorly active.5 Therefore, the high tumor-
selective activity of trimeric antibody-CD95L fusion proteins
primarily is not due to antibody-mediated tumor trapping, but
rather relies on targeting associated conversion of poorly
active soluble CD95L into a highly active cell surface attached
entity with membrane CD95L-like activity.6 However, this
highly tumor-selective activity of antibody-CD95L fusion
proteins diminishes when the cell surface antigen used for
targeting/activation is not exclusively expressed in the tumor
or when the antibody domain used for construction of the
fusion protein displays an intrinsic tendency to autoaggre-
gate.6 In the latter case, this will cause secondary aggregation
of the trimeric CD95L fusion protein to multimeric protein
complexes, evoking antigen-independent restoration of
CD95L activity. To circumvent these problems, a CD95L
prodrug concept appears necessary in which tumor-asso-
ciated restoration of CD95L activity is achieved by additional,
targeting independent mechanisms. As an example, we
recently demonstrated the construction of a TNF prodrug,
which displayed greater than 1000-fold increase in specific
TNF activity upon cell membrane targeting and processing by
tumor-associated metalloproteases such as matrix metallo-
protease (MMP) 2.7 TNF prodrugs consist of a cell surface
tumor antigen recognizing antibody-TNF fusion protein, which
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is carboxy-terminally extended with a TNF inhibitory domain
composed of the extracellular domain of TNF receptor-1. As
the inhibitory domain was linked by a protease-sensitive linker
to the antibody-TNF domain, the inhibitory domain was
released upon proteolytic processing by membrane-asso-
ciated MMP2 or related proteases when the construct was
targeted to tumor cells via its specific antibody module.7 As
even small carboxy-terminal extensions of CD95L, compris-
ing just a few amino acids, strongly reduced CD95L activity in
CD95L fusion proteins, we developed a prodrug format in
which the authentic CD95L carboxy-terminus is preserved. In
this prodrug format, the inhibitory domain was placed amino-
terminally to the antibody-CD95L module, separated by a
protease sensitive motif. To strengthen the inhibitory effect of
the extracellular domain of CD95 in the CD95L prodrug, a
trimerization domain was also included. We here describe the
functional properties of such CD95L prodrugs and demon-
strate their activation upon selective processing on target-
positive tumor cells in vitro and in vivo.

Results and Discussion

Generation of a FAP-specific CD95L prodrug. In a first
attempt to construct a CD95L prodrug that becomes
selectively activated by tumor-associated proteases, we
used the domain architecture of recently published TNF
prodrugs.7,8 In the corresponding CD95L prodrug, named
SC40-CD95L-PL-CD95, an amino-terminal scFv (SC40),
recognizing the tumor stroma marker fibroblast activation
protein (FAP),9,10 is followed by the extracellular domain of
CD95L, a protease-sensitive linker containing repeats of the
consensus recognition sequence for MMP2 and related
proteases (PL) as well as a carboxy-terminal inhibitory
domain composed of the extracellular domain of CD95. To
ease purification and analysis, we introduced a Flag tag
between the single chain and the CD95L domain of this and

all other prodrug-related molecules investigated in this study
(Figure 1). Of course, for an intended clinical use, the Flag
tag would be omitted to reduce potential antigenicity of the
prodrug. However, each genetically engineered protein
formally cannot rule out the creation of antigenic neo-
epitopes, in our case potentially caused by the specific new
arrangement of naturally occurring domains into the prodrug
molecule. A potential immune response towards the prodrug,
however, can only be revealed in the course of clinical trials.
SC40-CD95L-PL-CD95 (Figure 1) was analyzed on FAP-

negative HT1080 cells and FAP-positive HT1080 cells which
are comparably sensitive for CD95-mediated apoptosis, but
are differentially killed by SC40-CD95L (Figure 2a and b).
SC40-CD95L-PL-CD95 showed no apoptotic activity, neither
on FAP-negative HT1080 cells nor on FAP-positive HT1080
cells (Figure 2c), on which the corresponding TNF prodrug
was activated with high efficiency.7 A CD95L fusion protein
(SC40-CD95L-PL) which corresponded in structure to the
completely processed CD95L prodrug, that is comprising a C-
terminal addition of four amino acids corresponding to a
proteolytically cleaved MMP linker,7 was found to possess
only marginal bioactivity after secondary crosslinking (data
not shown) suggesting that an authentic carboxy-terminus is
more important for CD95L function than for TNF function. We
therefore constructed a CD95L prodrug in which the CD95L
carboxy-terminus was preserved. In this prodrug (CD95-PL-
SC40-CD95L), the inhibitory extracellular domain of CD95
preceded the single chain-CD95L domain. CD95-PL-SC40-
CD95L was comparatively active as SC40-CD95L on FAP-
expressing HT1080 cells, but unexpectedly was also highly
active on FAP-negative parental HT1080 cells after second-
ary crosslinking (Figure 2d). The latter observation indicated
that the CD95L module of the CD95-PL-SC40-CD95L fusion
protein was not or only inefficiently blocked by the inhibitory
CD95 domain of the molecule. Indeed, it has been shown that
an Ig Fc-fusion protein of the extracellular domain of CD95 is a
rather weak neutralization reagent for CD95L.11 Noteworthy,
it has also been shown that the poor neutralizing capacity of
the extracellular domain of CD95 can be significantly
enhanced by enforced multimerization with the pentameriza-
tion domain of cartilage oligomeric matrix protein11 or with the
trimerization domain of the cartilage matrix protein (CMP).11

In order to enhance the neutralization capacity of the CD95
domain in our CD95L prodrug, we introduced the trimerization
domain of tenascin-C (TNC)12 between the inhibitory CD95
domain and the SC40-CD95L module. In one variant, the
trimerization domain of TNC was immediately placed after the
CD95 domain (CD95-TNC-PL-SC40-CD95L) and in a second
variant the TNC trimerization domain was placed between the
protease-sensitive linker and the scFv domain (CD95-PL-
TNC-SC40-CD95L), (Figure 1). Both CD95L prodrugs were
almost as active as SC40-CD95L or secondarily crosslinked
CD95L on FAP-expressing cells (Figure 2e and f). More
important, both variants were poorly active on FAP-negative
cells and remained significantly less active compared to
SC40-CD95L even after crosslinking (Figure 2e and f). The
markedly reduced activity of the crosslinked fusion proteins on
target-negative cells confirmed that indeed the CD95 inhibi-
tory domain sufficiently blocked the action of the CD95L
domain. As the CD95-TNC-PL-SC40-CD95L prodrug showed

Figure 1 Scheme of the CD95L fusion proteins used in this study. L: leader
peptide, SC40: human FAP-specific single-chain antibody fragment ‘40’, SC36:
human and mouse FAP-specific single-chain antibody fragment ‘36’, F: Flag tag,
CD95L: human CD95L (aa 139–281), CD95: human CD95 (aa 15–173), TNC:
chicken tenascin aa (110–139), arrow: MMP2-sensitive linker
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less background activity after crosslinking (Figure 2) and
better specific binding to the FAP antigen (Figure 3) than the
CD95-PL-TNC-SC40-CD95L variant, we decided to concen-
trate subsequent analyses on the CD95-TNC-PL-SC40-
CD95L prodrug. For simplicity, this prodrug will be designated
in the following SC40-CD95L-PD. As expected, SC40-
CD95L-PD also induced, in a FAP-dependent manner, non-
apoptotic CD95L signaling (IL8 induction) when apoptosis
induction was blocked by caspase inhibitors (Figure 4).

Activation of the CD95L prodrug SC40-CD95L-PD is
dependent on FAP binding and MMP-mediated
processing. HT1080 cells and its transfected derivative

HT1080FAP display comparable levels of endogeneous
MMP activity,7 confirmed by gelatin zymography of whole-
cell lysates (data not shown). In accordance with the
expected targeting dependent proteolytic activation,
processed SC40-CD95L-PD was detectable in HT1080FAP
cell cultures, but not in HT1080 cell cultures (Figure 5a, left
panel). A crucial role of MMPs in FAP-dependent processing
of SC40-CD95L-PD is suggested from blocking cleavage of
SC40-CD95L-PD by treatment with the MMP inhibitor
Ilomastat (Figure 5a, left panel). Moreover, complete
processing was achieved by prodrug incubation with
recombinant MMP2 (Figure 5a, right panel). Consistent
with FAP-dependent processing and activation of SC40-

Figure 2 Cytotoxic activities of CD95L fusion proteins. (a–f) HT1080 (squares) and HT1080FAP cells (circles) were seeded in 96-well plates (1.5� 104 cells/well). Next
day, cells were treated with 1mg/ml cycloheximide and challenged in duplicates or triplicates with increasing concentrations of soluble CD95L (a) or the indicated CD95L fusion
proteins (b–f) in the presence (filled symbols) or absence (open symbols) of 1mg/ml of the crosslinking anti-Flag mAb M2. After additional 16 h, cell viability was determined by
crystal violet staining
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CD95L-PD, apoptosis induction by this prodrug was almost
completely blocked on FAP-expressing cells by either
neutralizing CD95L antibodies, neutralizing FAP-binding
minibodies or by treatment with Ilomastat, respectively
(Figure 5b). Autoinhibition of the SC40-CD95L-PD might
be due to intermolecular or intramolecular interaction of
the inhibitory CD95 domain and the CD95L domain. To
distinguish between these two possibilities, we analyzed
the SC40-CD965L-PD prodrug by chemical crosslinking and
gel filtration. SDS-PAGE analysis followed by anti-Flag
Western Blot under reducing and non-reducing conditions
confirmed that the SC40-CD95L-PD formed covalently
associated trimers as expected from the introduction of the
tenascin-C trimerization domain (Figure 6a).12 Chemical
crosslinking experiments of purified SC40-CD95L-PD with
the homobifunctional crosslinker BS3 allowed the
identification of prodrug multimeres up to hexameres
(Figure 6b, arrowheads). In accordance with a hexameric
organization of the SC40-CD95L-PD, gel filtration
experiments and native polycarylamide gel electrophoresis
revealed a native molecular mass of the prodrug of about
500 kDa (Figure 6c and data not shown). Together, these
data suggest that the SC40-CD95L-PD prodrug could
assemble into head to tail dimers of covalently associated
prodrug trimers. Accordingly, although the trimeric
organization of the molecule is caused by the trimerization

domain of TNC and the intrinsic trimerization tendency of
the CD95L domain, the secondary dimerization of the trimers
is driven by intermolecular interaction of a trimeric CD95L
domain and a trimeric CD95 inhibitory domain of two different
trimers (Figure 6d). Besides MMPs, HT1080 cells also
express the tumor-associated protease urokinase-type
plasminogen activator (uPA). We therefore tested the
prodrug properties of a SC40-CD95L-PD variant in which
the MMP2-sensitive linker has been replaced by an uPA-
sensitive linker. This prodrug was also processed and
activated in an FAP-dependent manner (data not shown).
Moreover, prodrug processing and activation were
significantly attenuated by the uPA inhibitor amiloride, but
not by Ilomastat, pointing to specific processing by HT1080-
associated uPA (data not shown).

The CD95L prodrug design is also applicable to self-
aggregating single-chain fragments. Like soluble trimeric
CD95L, trimeric scFv-CD95L fusion proteins stimulate CD95
up to 1000-fold less efficient than their corresponding
secondarily aggregated counterparts, but the fusion
proteins can be converted to membrane CD95L-like, highly
active CD95 stimulating entities by binding to a cell surface
antigen.6 In principle, this allows antigen-restricted and
therefore local activation of CD95 in vivo. However, this
approach does not work with scFv molecules displaying an

Figure 3 FAP binding of CD95L fusion proteins. HT1080 and HT1080FAP cells were incubated on ice with 5mg/ml of the indicated fusion proteins and after repeated
washing, bound proteins were detected by FACS using anti-Flag mAb M2 and FITC-labeled anti-mouse IgG

Figure 4 FAP-dependent stimulation of non-apoptotic CD95L signaling by SC40-CD95L-PD. HT1080 and HT1080FAP cells were seeded in 96-well plates. Next day,
medium was replaced by culture medium containing zVAD (20 mM) and cells were stimulated in triplicates with the indicated concentrations of the prodrug, M2-crosslinked
prodrug or M2-crosslinked sCD95L. After 4 h, supernatants were removed and their relative IL8 content was determined by ELISA
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intrinsic aggregation tendency as the latter leads to
secondary aggregation, thereby targeting independent
activation of the CD95L module within the corresponding
fusion protein. The CD95L prodrug concept outlined above
could therefore provide a mean also allowing the use of such
scFv molecules for safe targeting of CD95. We therefore
constructed and analyzed a CD95L prodrug, in which the
scFv SC40, displaying no tendency to autoaggregate, has
been replaced by a scFv (SC36) of the same specificity
(FAP), but with known autoaggregation.13 Indeed, a SC36-
CD95L fusion protein displayed a high activity to stimulate
CD95 also on FAP-negative cells (Figure 7a, left panel). The
corresponding SC36-derived CD95L prodrug (SC36-CD05L-
PD), however, showed no activity on FAP-negative cells, but
strongly activated CD95 on HT1080FAP cells (Figure 7a,
right panel). Accordingly, processing of SC36-CD95L
prodrug could only be detected upon incubation with FAP-
expressing, but not parental, antigen-negative HT1080 cells
(Figure 7b). The MMP inhibitor Ilomastat blocked cleavage of
SC36-CD95L-PD by HT1080FAP cells, confirming specific
action of MMPs (Figure 7b). The SC36-CD95L prodrug
induced apoptosis on FAP-expressing HT1080 cells via

CD95 in an FAP- and MMP-dependent manner, evident from
blocking of cell death by CD95L neutralizing NOK-1mAb,
FAP-neutralizing scFv SC36 and MMP inhibitor Ilomastat,
respectively (Figure 7c). Thus, the prodrug design described
above allows usage of scFvs as targeting modules which
exert an intrinsic tendency to autoaggregate.
Processing of a CD95L prodrug results in the release of the

trimeric CD95-TNC part of the molecule, which represents a
CD95L-neutralizing reagent. To analyze the extent to which
the latter interferes with the CD95-stimulating action of the
processed, that is, active SC36-CD95L part of the prodrug, we
analyzed the neutralization capacity of recombinant Flag-
tagged CD95-TNC, resembling the cleaved off inhibitor
fragment, in a SC36-CD95L-induced cell death assay on
FAP-positive cells.We only found a significant inhibitory effect
of Flag-CD95-TNC on FAP-dependent SC36-CD95L-induced
apoptosis with a large excess (several 100-fold molar ratio) of
Flag-CD95-TNC over SC36-CD95L (Figure 7d and e). As
prodrug processing always yields stoichiometrically equal
amounts of the CD95-TNC andSC36-CD95L part, no relevant
neutralization effect should thus occur through prodrug
processing-derived CD95-TNC. The low neutralization

Figure 5 SC40-CD95L-PD-induced apoptosis occurs via CD95 and is dependent on FAP expression and MMP activity. (a) left panel, HT1080 and HT1080FAP cells were
incubated for 16 h with SC40-CD95L-PD in the presence and absence of the MMP-specific inhibitor Ilomastat (25mM) and supernatants were analyzed by anti-Flag Western
Blot; right panel, SC40-CD95L-PD (12 mg/ml) was incubated with recombinant MMP2 (2mg/ml) in reaction buffer for 6 h at 37C, aliquots were separated by SDS-PAGE and
analyzed for processing by Western blotting using the Flag tag-specific monoclonal antibody M2. M¼molecular weight standard. (b) HT1080FAP cells were seeded in 96-well
plates and challenged the next day in duplicates with CD95L-PD (15 ng/ml). Where indicated, cells were pretreated with the CD95L-neutralizing mAb NOK-1 (1mg/ml, left
panel), with the FAP-blocking MB36 (10 mg/ml, middle panel) or with the MMP inhibitor Ilomastat (ILO, 25 mM, right panel)
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capacity of the CD95-TNC fusion protein, although better than
those of the straight CD95 extracellular domain (CD95ed)
or a CD95ed-Fc fusion protein (data not shown) is in good
accordance with literature data obtained with a trimeric CD95
fusion protein with CMP.11 The fact, that the CD95-TNC part
within the prodrug can efficiently neutralize the prodrug
CD95L domain, is therefore likely related to the head to tail
dimerization of two prodrug trimers which brings ‘aviditiy’ and/
or to the covalent linkage between both domains. We further
verified on FAP-negative HT1080 cells whether the CD95L
domain of the non-processed prodrug interferes with CD95L-
mediated activation of CD95. Therefore, apoptosis was
induced by a highly active Fc fusion protein of CD95L in the
presence of the SC36-CD95L-PD prodrug. The latter showed
at best a marginal inhibitory effect on Fc-CD95L-induced cell
death, when the prodrug was given with greater than 100-fold
excess (Figure 7f).

The prodrug SC36-CD95L-PD inhibits development of
FAP-positive tumors in nude mice. In order to probe the
applicability of CD95L prodrugs and to verify target cell-
dependent processing and activation in vivo, we analyzed
systemic toxicity and antitumoral activity in several

independent experiments. After intravenous (i.v.) injection
of 80 mg SC36-CD95L-PD, all mice survived the 6 h
observation period (Table 1) and showed at this time point
neither caspase-3 activity in liver tissue nor increased
transaminase levels in serum (Figure 8a and b). In
contrast, all mice treated with the corresponding SC36-
CD95L fusion protein died within 3.5 h similar to all mice that
received crosslinked soluble CD95L as positive control
(Table 1). Accordingly, mice treated with crosslinked
CD95L displayed highly increased caspase-3 activity in
liver tissue and showed high transaminase levels in the
serum (Figure 8a and b). These data verified that the CD95L
prodrug lacks acute systemic toxicity.
Antitumoral activity of SC36-CD95L-PD was subsequently

analyzed in a tumor xenograft model using HT1080 or FAP-
expressing HT1080 cells transplanted subcutaneous (s.c.)
into the hind flank of NMRI nu/nu mice. Treatment with the
prodrug commenced with two injections on the following day
and two consecutive daily injections each with 50 mg of SC36-
CD95L-PD given s.c. close to the site of tumor cell
transplantation and tumor growth was monitored for 21 days.
We observed significantly (Po0.001) reduced tumor growth
in the CD95L prodrug-treated group (Figure 8c and d), with

Figure 6 Characterization of SC40-CD95L-PD. (a) SC40-CD95L-PD was separated under reducing and non-reducing conditions by SDS-PAGE and visualized by
Western blot with the anti-Flag antibody M2 and alkaline phosphatase-labeled secondary anti-mouse rabbit IgG. M¼molecular weight standard. (b) SC40-CD95L-PD was
treated with the indicated concentrations of the chemical crosslinker BS3 for 30 min on ice. Samples were subsequently analyzed under reducing conditions by Western blot.
Arrow heads indicate the monomer and several crosslinked products corresponding to dimers, trimers and higher molecular weight forms. (c) The SC40-CD95L fusion protein
and the corresponding prodrug (SC40-CD95L-PD) in duplicates and two different molecular weight standards (M1, M2) were resolved by native polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis. Proteins were finally visualized by anti-Flag Western blot analysis. (d) Proposed organization of SC40-CD95L-PD hexamers
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Figure 7 SC36-CD95L-PD-induced apoptosis occurs via CD95 and is dependent on FAP expression and MMP activity. (a) Triplicates of HT1080 (open squares) and
HT1080FAP cells (filled squares) were incubated for 16 h in the presence of CHX (1 mg/ml) with the indicated concentrations of SC36-CD95L (left panel) and SC36-CD95L-PD
(right panel). Cell viability was finally determined by crystal violet staining. (b) HT1080 and HT1080FAP cells were incubated for 16 h with SC36-CD95L-PD in the presence
and absence of the MMP-specific inhibitor Ilomastat (25 mM) and supernatants were then analyzed by anti-Flag Western blot. (c) HT1080FAP cells were seeded in 96-well
plates and challenged the next day with SC36-CD95L-PD (5 ng/ml) in the presence or absence of the CD95L-neutralizing mAb NOK-1 (1mg/ml, left panel), the FAP-
neutralizing scFv SC36 (50 mg/ml, middle panel) or the MMP inhibitor Ilomastat (25 mM, right panel). After additional 16 h, cell viability was determined by crystal violet staining.
(d) A carboxy-terminally Flag-tagged fusion protein comprising the CD95-TNC part of the SC36-CD95L-PD was produced in HEK293 cells and analyzed under reducing and
non-reducing conditions by SDS-PAGE and anti-Flag Western blotting. (e) HT1080FAP cells were challenged for 16 h with SC36-CD95L (5 ng/ml), which was previously
incubated for 1 h with the indicated concentration of CD95-TNC-Flag or 1m/ml NOK-1 in the presence of 1 mg/ml CHX. Finally, cell viability was determined by crystal violet
staining. (f) HT1080 cells preincubated or not for 30 min with 300 ng/ml of SC36-CD95L-PD were challenged for 16 h with the indicated concentration of Fc-CD95L and then
analyzed for cell viability by crystal violet staining
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five of eight of the animals staying tumor free until the end of
the observation period (5 weeks) and two of the three tumor-
bearing animals showing either a barely detectable tumor or at
least a clearly reduced tumor growth as compared to the
control group (Figure 8c and d). In contrast, target-negative
tumor cells showed 100% tumor take for both, the PBS control
and the CD95L prodrug group. These data are in accordance
with two additional experiments (data not shown) in which

mice were treated with 30mg of SC36-CD95L-PD for three
consecutive daily injections (first experiment, 4–5 animals per
group) or two times in a 9 h interval followed by two further
daily injections (second experiment, eight animals per group),
also showing prevention of tumor growth in 40 and 50% of
animals transplanted with FAP-expressing cells, respectively.
In these experiments, there was again 100% tumor growth in
all control groups (PBS treated, FAP-negative tumors; data
not shown). Of note, in these experiments, the tumor-free
animals were observed for a total of 2 months and stayed
tumor free during this observation period.
In principle, CD95 stimulation in HT1080 cells induces

apoptosis and IL8 production, whereby sensitization with CHX
shifts the response towards apoptosis and treatment with
ZVAD towards IL8 production (Figure 2 and 4). Many studies
have shown that CD95-induced production of chemokines
including IL8 can result in recruitment of neutrophils and tumor
rejection (for a review, seeWajant, 200614). The animal model
investigated here was set to measure effects on tumor take
and thus tumor cell transplanted mice were treated in an early
phase, where tumors were not readily accessible for
histological analysis. Therefore, we cannot conclude from

Figure 8 Analyses of systemic toxicity and antitumoral activity of SC36-CD95L-PD. (a, b) C57BL/6xCBA/J mice received a single i.v. injection of 80 mg SC36-CD95L-PD
or as a positive control for CD95 activation, 10 mg of soluble Flag-tagged CD95L followed by 10 mg of the Flag tag-specific mAb M2 to allow formation of highly active
secondary complexes of soluble CD95L. Liver tissues were removed either directly after death or 6 h after injection and analyzed for caspase-3 activity using the fluorigenic
substrate Ac-DEVD-AMC (a). In parallel, serum was collected and analyzed with respect to the activity of glutamic oxaloacetic transaminase (GOT) and glutamic pyruvic
transaminase (GPT) (b) 1.5� 106 parental and FAP-expressing HT1080 cells were injected s.c. into the back of NMRI nu/nu mice and treatment was started 1 day later. Mice
received four consecutive s.c. injections with 50 mg SC36-CD95L-PD close to the site of tumor cell transplantation. On day 1 after tumor cell injection, mice were treated twice,
followed by daily single treatment on days 2 and 3. Tumor growth was monitored as described. Data shown are the mean7S.E.M. of tumor sizes of eight animals/group as a
function of time (c) and tumor size of the individual mice at day 21 with bars indicating the mean (d). ***P-value¼ 0.0002 compared to PBS-treated HT1080FAP-bearing
animals

Table 1 SC36-CD95L-PD shows no systemic toxicity in mice

Treatment (i.v. injection) Surviving animals Animals dead
within 6h

10mg sCD95La 10mg M2 0 3b

50mg SC36-CD95L 0 3c

80mg SC36-CD95L-PD 3 0
PBS 3 0

i.v., intravenous; PBS, phosphate-buffered saline. C57BL/6�CBA/J mice
received a single i.v. injection of the indicated fusion proteins. SC36-CD95L and
the corresponding prodrug were applied in equivalent molarities. aA second i.v.
injection was given within 30min after the injection of CD95L containing a Flag
epitope allowing secondary crosslinking with the Flag-specific mAb M2. bMice
died within 1 h. cMice died within 3.5 h
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this model on the relative contribution of direct tumor cell
apoptosis induction versus stimulation of the innate immune
system for the antitumoral effect of the CD95L prodrug on
FAP-positive tumors.
In conclusion, we show that by genetic engineering a

protein prodrug of CD95L can be generated that fulfills the
essential criteria of a target restricted, antitumoral action. Our
data prompt the following two-step model of CD95L prodrug
activation and CD95 stimulation of target antigen- (FAP)
expressing cells (Figure 9). First, the FAP-binding scFv of the
prodrug traps this molecule on the cell surface of FAP-positive
cells. Then, cell-associated MMPs/uPA cleaves the protease-
sensitive linker between the inhibitory CD95 domain and the
scFv-domain, allowing release by dissociation and/or further
proteolytic degradation of the CD95 receptor domain. The
unmasked scFV-CD95L module stays membrane bound and
now mimics membrane CD95L, exerting a high signal
capacity towards CD95-expressing cells in an autotropic
and juxtatropic signaling mode. As tumor-selective activation
of the prodrug is encompassed by tumor-associated pro-
teases, we envisage that this principle can be applied for any
cell surface molecule expressed by the tumor cells them-
selves, the tumor vasculature or stroma, as exemplified here
using FAP as amodel antigen. The animal studies provide first
evidence for target-dependent processing and functional,

tumor-restricted activation of the CD95L prodrug in vivo,
warranting further studies on the systemic applicability, safety
and antitumor efficacy of CD95L prodrugs.

Materials and Methods
Plasmids and cell lines. Using standard molecular cloning techniques, we
engineered pCR3.1- (Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, Germany) derived expression plasmids
encoding chimeric proteins that are build up as indicated in Figure 1 of in-frame-
linked cDNA fragments encoding a leader sequence, human and/or murine FAP-
specific scFvs, a Flag tag, amino acids 139–281 of human CD95L, amino acids 15–
173 of human CD95, amino acids 110–139 of chicken tenascin-C and MMP2- or
uPA-sensitive peptide linkers. The constructs were subcloned into the pIRESpuro3
vector (BD Biosciences, Clontech, Heidelberg, Germany) and finally the sequence
of the chimeric cDNAs was confirmed by sequencing. HEK293 cells were obtained
from the American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA, USA). The HT1080 and
the FAP-expressing HT1080FAP cells were a kind gift of W. Rettig (Boehringer
Ingelheim Pharma, Vienna, Austria). Cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium
(Biochrom, Berlin, Germany) supplemented with 5% fetal calf serum (FCS).
HT1080FAP cells were grown in the presence of 250mg/ml G418. Stably
transfected cells expressing the fusion proteins were cultivated in the presence of
5 mg/ml puromycin.

Production and purification of recombinant proteins. The various
CD95L fusion proteins were produced in HEK293 cells after transient transfection of
the corresponding expression plasmids using lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen,
Karlsruhe, Germany). After 3 days of cell culture in serum-free medium (Optimem,
Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, Germany), supernatants were collected. Alternatively,
HEK293 were stably transfected with the pIRESpuro3-derived expression
constructs by selection with puromycin. For protein production, stable clones
were expanded and grown to approximately 75% confluence in FCS-supplemented
medium. FCS-containing medium was then removed and serum-free Optimem
medium was added. Supernatants were collected after culture for 2–3 days and
fusion proteins were purified by affinity chromatography on an anti-Flag M2 agarose
column. After elution with PBS supplemented with 100mM Flag peptide (Sigma,
Steinheim, Germany), protein-containing fractions were dialyzed against PBS and
analyzed by SDS-PAGE.

Flow cytometry. HT1080 and HT1080FAP cells were incubated for 2 h at 41C
with 5mg/ml of the indicated CD95L fusion protein. After washing three times with
PBS, 0.2% FCS, 0.02% sodium azide, bound fusion proteins were detected by anti-
Flag mAb M2 (1mg/ml Sigma, Steinheim, Germany) and fluoresceine
isothiocyanate-labeled rabbit anti-mouse IgG Ab (1mg/ml Sigma, Steinheim,
Germany). Analyses were performed using EPICS-XL (Coulter, Krefeld, Germany)
according to standard procedures.

Chemical crosslinking with BS3. The indicated CD95L fusion protein
(200 ng) was incubated with varying concentrations of the chemical crosslinker BS3

(Pierce, Rockford, USA) for 30 min on ice in a total volume of 18ml. The crosslinking
reaction was quenched by adding 2 ml 1 M Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) and proteins were
finally analyzed by SDS-PAGE and Western Blot.

Activation of CD95L prodrugs. For in vitro activation of prodrugs, the
purified proteins (12 mg/ml) were incubated with 2 mg/ml recombinant MMP-2
(Merck Bioscience GmbH, Schwalbach, Germany) in reaction buffer (20 mM ZnSO4,
1 mM CaCl2, 0.05% Brij-35, 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5)) for 6 h at 371C. Prodrug
processing and activity were finally analyzed by SDS-PAGE, Western Blot and
viability assay. To analyze cell-mediated processing of CD95L prodrugs, HT1080
and HT1080FAP cells (2� 104/well) were grown overnight in 100ml culture medium
in 96-well plates. The following day, medium was replaced by 100ml Optimem
containing 10mg/ml purified prodrug. After 16 h of incubation, the supernatant was
centrifuged and further analyzed by Western Blot with anti-Flag Ab. To verify the
specificity of processing, cells were preincubated with 25mM of the MMP inhibitor
Ilomastat (Chemicon International, Hofheim, Germany). Molecular weight standards
were obtained from Biorad (Munich, Germany and Fermentas, St. Leon-Rot,
Germany).

Native gel electrophoresis. Four hundred nanograms of purified protein
was separated by native gel electrophoresis in 1� Tris-Glycin running buffer

Figure 9 Model of FAP-dependent and MMP-mediated activation of an FAP-
specific CD95L prodrug. The FAP-specific CD95L prodrug stays inactive on
antigen-negative cells. On FAP-expressing cells, the scFv module of the prodrug
traps this molecule on the cell surface. The still inactive CD95L prodrug can now be
processed by cell surface-associated MMPs, leading to the release of the trimeric
inhibitory CD95 domain. The unmasked, membrane-bound CD95L now mimics
membrane CD95L exerting high signal capacity towards CD95-expressing cells
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(2.5 mM TrisBase, 19.2 mM Glycin (pH 8.3)) at 150 V (NuPAGE 3–8% Tris-Acetat
native gel obtained from Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, Germany). As standard, the high
molecular weight marker for native gel electrophoresis (GE Healthcare, Uppsala,
Sweden) was used. Detection was carried out by Western Blot analysis using the
anti-Flag mAb M2.

Apoptosis assays. HT1080 and HT1080FAP cells (2� 104/well) were grown
overnight in 100ml culture medium in 96-well plates. The following day, cells were
challenged in duplicates or triplicates with the indicated concentrations of the
various CD95L fusion proteins in the presence or absence of 1mg/ml Flag-specific
mAb M2 and after 16 h, cell viability was determined by crystal violet staining.
Assays were performed in the presence of 1mg/ml cycloheximide to sensitize cells
for apoptosis induction. To demonstrate that apoptosis induction was dependent on
CD95, CD95L fusion proteins were incubated with 1mg/ml anti-CD95L NOK-1 (BD
Biosciences, Heidelberg, Germany) prior stimulation. FAP-dependency of prodrug
activation was shown by preincubation of the cells with 10mg/ml of the recombinant
anti-FAP minibody MB36 or 50 mg/ml of the corresponding recombinant scFv SC36.

IL8 ELISA. HT1080 and HT1080FAP cells (1.5� 104/well) were seeded in 96-
well tissue culture plates and grown overnight. Next day, the medium was replaced
by medium containing 20mM z-VAD to avoid apoptosis induction and cells were
stimulated in triplicates with the indicated concentrations of the CD95L prodrug.
After 4 h, supernatants were removed and analyzed using an IL8 ELISA kit (BD
Biosciences, Heidelberg, Germany) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Determination of caspase-3 and transaminase activities. To
determine caspase-3 activity in the liver tissue of mice, homogenates were
prepared in lysis buffer containing 200 mM NaCl, 20 mM Tris, 1% NP-40 (pH 7.4).
Thirty micrograms of protein was measured in triplicates and analyzed by
conversion of the fluorogenic substrate Ac-DEVD-AMC (Alexis Biochemicals,
Gruenback, Germany) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The activities of
glutamic oxaloacetic transaminase (GOT/AST) and glutamic pyruvic transaminase
(GPT/ALT) were determined with the AST and ALT determination kits of Roche
(Mannheim, Germany) according to the manufacturer’s recommendations.

Animal studies. Animal care and all experiments performed were in
accordance with federal guidelines and have been approved by university and
state authorities. S.c. tumor growth of parental HT1080 and FAP transfectants was
assessed by s.c. injection of 1.5� 106 cells suspended in 100ml of 0.9% NaCl
solution into the back of narcotized (Isofluran) NMRI nu/nu mice. Mice (eight
animals/group) were treated on day 1 after tumor cell injection twice with 50 mg
SC36-CD95L-PD in 100ml, followed by a daily single treatment at the same dose on
days 2 and 3 in the area of tumor cell application. Control groups received 100ml
PBS at the same time intervals. Tumor growth was monitored as described.15 For
statistical analysis, two-tailed P-value was analyzed by unpaired t-test on day 21. To
investigate systemic toxicity of SC36-CD95L and the corresponding prodrug SC36-
CD95L-PD, groups of three C57BL6xCBA/J mice were treated with the indicated
doses of the reagents by i.v. application. Survival and phenotypical signs of sickness
were monitored for 6 h before mice were killed for determination of caspase-3
activity in liver tissues.
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